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GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 
 
 

01       ARE    THERE    MANY    PEOPLE    IN    A    SMALL   VILLAGE ?   
 

    No, there are not  many people in  a  small village, 

but   there   are     few     people  in a small village. 
 

 

02     ARE    THERE     FEW     PEOPLE     IN    A    LARGE    CITY ? 

 

    No, there are not few  people in a large city,  

but   there  are      many people in a large city 
 

03    HAVE    YOU    AND    I    MANY     PENS ?

  No,   you   and   I   have   not   many   pens,   but  we   have  few  pens. 

 

 

 

  MANY      FEW    MATCH     MATCH BOX 
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04    ARE     THERE     FEW     MATCHES      IN     A      MATCHBOX ?   

     No,     there  are  not  few     matches   in   a   matchbox,  

but      there   are          many   matches   in   a    matchbox. 
 

 

 

 

05     DO   YOU   HAVE    ANY    FRIENDS ?   

   Yes,   I   have   some  friends.   

06    Do you  like   all   your   friends ?  (= ) 
            

-DËi- A Yes,  I like  all my friends.  

 (B) No,  I  do not  like all  my friends,  (= ) 

   but  some    I     like         and      some      I      dislike. 
 

 

 
 

07                  

ARE THE COUNTRIES OF  EUROPE  GENERALLY  FRIENDS NOW? 

    Yes,  the countries   of    Europe    are     generally         friends       now. 
 

FRIEND (  
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-GKB ai‡bi K‡qKUv evK¨ cov hvK-  

1 Karim and Rahim are generally friends now.  

2 The countries of South-East Asia are generally friends now.   

3. All  the  boys     are  generally  friends  now. 

- bZzb kã wkwL- 

   

INTO (  -  IN (  THAT (   ANOTHER ( ) - 

 
08     WHAT  IS  THE  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  “INTO”  AND  “IN” ?   
            

INTO IN-

-DËi-  

The difference between “into” and  “in” is that 
we use “into” for a thing that moves from one place to another, 

while  “in” for a thing that remains in one place. 
 

-evsjv A_©-  

into in-
into 

in
                                         

 

09    WHAT       AM       I       DOING ?      

 

   You     are      putting      your      pen      into      your     pocket. 
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10       WHERE      IS       MY      PEN      NOW ?    

 

   Your     pen      is      in      your     pocket     now.

11    WHAT     AM      I      DOING  ?   

    You     are      coming     into     the     classroom.  

                

12    WHERE   AM   I   NOW ?    You   are   in   the    classroom    
 

-Read-

1. She  is  putting  a  box     into  her  bag. 
2. She  is  putting  a  phone into  her  pocket. 

13     Is   this  book   like  that book ?  (= 

   Yes, this  book is like  that book.   
 

14.  cÖkœ-  

 WHAT   DOES   THE   WORD  “LIKE”   MEAN ?  (NOT THE VERB) 
         

LIKE Like VERB 

   The      word       “like”      means like  

 
 

-Read- 
 

1. That  building is   like  this   building. 

2. That  school    is   like  this   school.     

Practice Produces Performance ! 
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15     IS  THE  BACK       OF  YOUR  HAND       LIKE     THE  FRONT ?   

   No,    the     back     of     my     hand     is     not     like     the     front,  
             but      it      is       different      from      the    front. 

16    IS     YOUR     FACE      THE     SAME      AS     YOUR     FATHER'S ? 
           

   No,  my   face is    not   the   same   as  my  father’s,

             but    it     is     like  my        mother’s. (= ) 

 

 

-Read Aloud- 
 

 

 

1. My car        is not the same as your car,    but it is different. 

2. Your phone is not the same as his phone, but it is different from his phone. 

†Rv‡i †Rv‡i c‡ov ! 

G‡Z d¬z‡qb&wm evo‡e ! 

0 to Hero # 36 
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k‡ãi e¨envi †kLv hvK 
 

 “Why”  and  “because”  have  similar  meanings,  but  we  generally 
            
 

 

 use    “why”     in     questions    and    “because”     in     the     answers. 
 

Why because- Why 
because 

 

 

Dc‡ii e³e¨ w`‡q evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 

17   

WHAT  IS  THE  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  “WHY” AND  “BECAUSE” ? 

WHY  BECAUSE-

-DËi-  

The difference between “why” and  “because” is that we generally use “why” in 

questions and “because” in answers. (= Why Because-

Why Because 
 

18      CAN  YOU    TOUCH   THE   CEILING ?    
              

    No,     I      cannot      touch     the     ceiling. 

 

19  WHY NOT ?  Because  the ceiling  is  too  high  for  me  to touch.
                 

Why        Because       Similar  Greenwich 

                =             =              =  

- bZzb kã wkwL- 
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20.      CAN   YOU    PUT      THIS   BOOK       INTO   YOUR   POCKET  ?   

               

   No,     I      cannot     put     this     book     into     my     pocket. 
 

  

21      WHY  NOT ?  ( =  
               
  Because     this book     is     too     large     to    go     into    my    pocket. 

  

Similar Sentences 

1. The  mobile  is too large to put  into   my pocket. 
2. That  rat  is too large to go  into  the hole . 

22       CAN      WE      CALL      GREENWICH      A      CITY ? 

     No,     we     cannot      call      Greenwich      a      city 

 

23    WHY     NOT ?   ( =  

 

       Because  Greenwich  is  too  small  for  us  to  call  a  city , Greenwich  is  a  town. 
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- bZzb kã wkwL- 

 
 
 

GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 
 

24      HOW      MANY      SECONDS      MAKE      A       MINUTE ?

    

  Sixty  seconds  make  a  minute.  (= 60  

25     HOW MANY MINUTES MAKE AN HOUR ?  

   Sixty minutes  make  an hour.  (    
 

-Similar Examples-  

7  days  make a week.
12   months make a year. 

. How  many  days  make  a  week ? 
. How  many  kilos  make  a  ton ? 

 
 

 

26.      CAN     YOU    MAKE    A    SUIT ?              

   No, I  cannot  make a suit.
 

Make similar sentences 

 Can you make coffee ?          No, I cannot make coffee.      

  Can you swim  ?   No, I can’t swim. 

  Can you drive  ?   No, I can’t drive. 

 

SECOND ( MINUTE  HOUR (  MAKE

sentence-  post Facebook ID-

25 subject 60 seconds.  

26 subject 60 minutes. 

ev‡K¨i KZ©v‡K ejv nq subject|  

Ô†KÕ make 
DËi: seconds  

60 seconds  

subject
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- bZzb kã wkwL- 

GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 
 

 

 

 The   words   black,   white,   large,  small,  high,  low  etc.       are  adjectives. 

 

 

 

 

 

27     Give   me  some  examples   of    adjectives. 

  Some examples of adjectives are black, white, large, small etc. 

  
 

 

28     Is the  word “book”       an adjective ? 

 

    No, the word “book” is not an adjective,    
             but  it is a noun.  

bookÕ adjective noun
 

GKB ai‡bi evK¨ 
 

1. The word  ‘pen’ is  not  an  adjective,   but  it  is  a  noun. 
2. The word  ‘car’  is  not  an  adjective,   but  it  is  the name of a thing. 

29    WHICH  WORD  IS  THE  ADJECTIVE      IN  THIS  SENTENCE  -  

                                   

        “THE   GREEN   PEN   IS   ON   THE   FLOOR” ?

  The word “green” is the adjective in this sentence. (

ADJECTIVE (  

adjective

English 

mn‡RB †ei Kiv hvq  

adjective, noun

adjective-

           gyL¯’ bv K‡i  
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- bZzb kã wkwL- 

 

 

 

       GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 
 

 

30      WHAT   CAN   YOU   SEE       IN     THIS     ROOM ?    

 I   can  see  some  pupils,  some  pictures,  some  books  etc.  in this room. 

  
 

31  CAN   YOU   SEE    HER?    Yes,   I    can    see    her.  
 

     

   CAN  YOU   SEE       ANYTHING      IN   MY    LEFT   HAND ? 

          

   No,  I  cannot  see  anything  in  your  left  hand. 
 

   
 

 

Some more examples are provided  below: 

 

 

1. Can you see anything in the distance?    

2. Yes, I can see a car coming from the distance.  

  

SEE (  

LESSON # 17 

wPšÍv Kiv ev` `vI;  

s B

†evSvi †Póv K‡iv me ! 
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01. The  word  ‘work’  means   

02. The  word  ‘door’   means   
03. We  cannot regard him  our friend. 

04. He  cannot put this bottle in his pocket. 
05. Nokia  cannot be called  a phone company. 

06. He  cannot call me  a fool. 
07. I  cannot make  kabab. 

08. I  cannot see anything  on your hand. 
09. There are not many students in this school,  but there are few  students. 
10. There are not few  shops  in this market, but there are many  shops. 

12. There are not few  pens      in this box,      but there are many   pens. 

13. There are not many  schools  in this village,  but there are few      schools. 

14. I don’t  like all  fruits,  but  I  like some fruits  and I  dislike some  fruits. 

15. I don’t  like all people, but  I  like some people and I  dislike  some  people. 

16. The difference between spice and washing powder is that we use spice for 

cooking while we use washing powder for washing. 
 
 

fvB-†evb-eÜz‡K 

practice Dcvq

`yB eÜz `yBwU eB wb‡q mvgbv-mvgwb e‡mv| 

page-

†m¸‡jv eB †`‡L †`‡LB †Rv‡i †Rv‡i c‡ov| 

correct Bs‡iwR‡Z 
K_v ejvi Af¨vm n‡e| 

†Vv‡Ui AvMvq _vK‡Z n‡e Bswjk, 

    Bswjk ej‡Z cv‡iv  

      Aejxjvq|  


